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US Vegan Climate Index update and corporate engagement
In these Corona times many people are asking us how the US Vegan Climate Index (VEGAN), an index

screened for animal exploitation and other business activities that are damaging to the climate and the

environment, has been doing in the face of seismic shifts in economic activity and the greatest market

volatility since the 1987 crash.

We are glad to update you on our performance year to date and to make you aware of our new

corporate engagement program that you can participate in as well, even if you are not directly an

investor with us. 

http://beyondanimal-5699869.hs-sites.com/when-ethical-and-sustainable-means-investment-outperformance?ecid=&utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
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Year to date performance
The chart below shows the performance of the US Vegan Climate Index compared with the US market

benchmark S&P500 Index so far in 2020 (through till 30th April 2020.

As you can see, VEGAN is ahead, by some 2.16% year-to-date when compared with the performance of

the S&P500 Index. On a price basis, VEGAN was down 8.44% whereas the S&P500 Index was down

10.60% as at 30th April 2020.

You can view the full performance of the US Vegan Climate Index since its launch in June 2018 on the

Solactive website here  

Attribution

https://feedbackglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Feedback-Big-Livestock-versus-the-Planet-Final-April-2020.pdf?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://www.solactive.com/indices/?se=1&index=DE000SLA5HZ4&utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
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The source of the outperformance is primarily the overweight in technology and the absence of any

companies in underperforming sectors such as meat and dairy production, stores, theme parks, hotels,

restaurants and cruise lines (due to animal-derived products, the impact of their emissions and their

contribution to habitat destruction).

In addition VEGAN has no oil stocks, no utilities which are large users of fossil fuels, nor banks which

lend disproportionately to oil projects, because of the climate impact. However, an overall overweight

to financials outside of the large fossil fuel lenders detracted from performance. 

The chart below shows the percentage of the excess performance of VEGAN over the S&P500 Index

that can be attributed to whether VEGAN was over or underweight the sector in 2020 April year-to-

date.

S&P500 Index Winners and Losers
The tables below show the top and bottom performers of the S&P500 Index so far in 2020. Those stocks

which are excluded from VEGAN are highlighted in red. VEGAN benefited from having within its

constituents 3 out of the top 10 winners and from excluding 9 out of the worst 10 performing stocks in

the S&P500 Index year to date. 

VEGAN does not contain many stocks in the chemicals and pharmaceuticals industries, because of

animal testing. Nor does it own Amazon, because of their sales of meat products, or Netflix, because

of their involvement in films using animals. Mining stocks are excluded for environmental and human

rights reasons.

Winners Year-to-date 2020             Losers Year-to-date 2020
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Top 15 stocks in VEGAN
Much of the performance of VEGAN will come from the largest stocks, which have the biggest

weightings. The chart below shows the relative performance of these top 15 stocks, through 2020, as

compared with the performance of the S&P500 Index. The S&P 500 Index (SPX) is the thick black line.

 

So far in 2020, 12 out of the top 15 stocks in VEGAN outperformed SPX through to 30 April 2020.
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Main exclusions from VEGAN
Similarly, the largest exclusions from the S&P500 Index will have the biggest impact on relative

performance of VEGAN versus SPX. As discussed in our newsletter sent out in December 2019, the main

exclusions and the reasons they are excluded are shown below. 

Performance of main exclusions
We have plotted the performance of these excluded stocks against VEGAN during 2020 through to 30th

April 2020 and find that all except five of them underperformed VEGAN during this period (see chart

below). On this chart VEGAN is the thick black line. 
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Overall performance of exclusions
The chart below aggregates the performance of similar stocks according to the reason why the stock

was excluded from the Index. We are pleased to show this evidence that overall each of the exclusions

that we are making have had a positive impact year-to-date on the performance of VEGAN versus the

market benchmark. 

As can be seen below, the animal exclusions in total were the largest source of outperformance,

making up over 50% of the outperformance. Fossil fuel usage accounted for over 20% and the

remainder was spread across other social and environmental exclusions. 
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Overall, VEGAN has outperformed the S&P500 Index year-to-date due to

the outperformance of stocks within the VEGAN index over those stocks

which are excluded from the VEGAN Index.

Corporate engagement
As vegans we would like all companies to move towards removing animals altogether from their supply

chain. No company in our Index should have a material part of any of their products or business
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activities in this area and we hope that we can be a force for change in causing companies with de

minimis involvement to remove these activities entirely. 

We also encourage those companies who have already taken the step towards adopting plant-based

alternatives to continue their shift in that direction, so that they become eligible for our Indexes. 

We have selected five stocks to start an engagement with: Apple, Verizon, Ford, GM and Starbucks.

We call on Apple and Verizon to stop selling leather products in their stores.

We call on Ford and General Motors to stop offering leather interiors in their

vehicles.

We call on Starbucks to continue their transition towards plant-based

substitutes by providing plant-based meats and fish alternatives in their

outlets.

Through our use of the YourStake platform, we are opening up our engagement for others to support

by permitting other investors to pledge their ownership of these stocks towards our campaigns. 

 

Support our campaigns here

YourStake facilitates corporate engagement by allowing any size of investor to mount a petition to a

company to encourage them to change some aspect of their activities, so also allowing other investors

to pledge their shares to support these campaigns. 

Thank you for your support and continued interest in Beyond Investing.

Please share this newsletter with friends and colleagues or on your

social media using the buttons below. 

 

Disclaimers
The information in this document including without limitation all text, data, graphs, and charts (the ’’Information”) is

issued by Beyond Investing LLC ("Beyond Investing"). The Information has been obtained from, or is based on, sources

believed Beyond Investing to be reliable, but it is not guaranteed as to its accuracy or completeness. The Information may

be changed or amended without prior notice..No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or limited, is given as

to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this document by Beyond Advisors or Impact-

Cubed, any of its partners or employees, and any third party involved in the making or compiling of the Information, and no

liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any information or opinions. The Information is

provided without obligation on the part of  Beyond Investing or  on the understanding that any person who acts upon it or

https://www.yourstake.org/organization/beyond-investing/?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://www.yourstake.org/home/all/?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://www.facebook.com/beyondinvesting/?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://www.linkedin.com/company/beyond-investing/?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://twitter.com/BeyondInvest?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://www.instagram.com/beyondinvesting/?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
https://www.beyondinvesting.com/?utm_campaign=Newsletter%20Feature&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8072RApteqzyG-8_PfGIZqwDR2TWQOHWjdeLC4rgPkcLPyB6LUpyrOldf-g_tfD7tfUNf0
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changes his investment position in reliance on it does so entirely at his own risk. The information contained does not

constitute an offer to buy or sell or an invitation to make any offer to buy or sell futures or interests in any investments

referred to herein. The Information may not be reproduced, further distributed, or published in whole or in part by any

recipient without prior written permission from Beyond Investing.

The performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee

future results. 
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